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Cells must fine-tune their gene expression programs for 
optimal cellular activities in their natural growth conditions. 
Transcriptional memory, a unique transcriptional response, 
plays a pivotal role in faster reactivation of genes upon 
environmental changes, and is facilitated if genes were 
previously in an active state. Hyper-activation of gene 
expression by transcriptional memory is critical for cellular 
differentiation, development, and adaptation. TREM (Trans-
criptional REpression Memory), a distinct type of transcriptional 
memory, promoting hyper-repression of unnecessary genes, 
upon environmental changes has been recently reported. 
These two transcriptional responses may optimize specific 
gene expression patterns, in rapidly changing environments. 
Emerging evidence suggests that they are also critical for 
immune responses. In addition to memory B and T cells, 
innate immune cells are transcriptionally hyperactivated by 
restimulation, with the same or different pathogens known as 
trained immunity. In this review, we briefly summarize recent 
progress in chromatin-based regulation of transcriptional 
memory, and its potential role in immune responses. [BMB 
Reports 2019; 52(2): 127-132]

INTRODUCTION

All organisms must accordingly respond to stressful stimuli 
resulting from environmental changes, including nutrient 
starvation, accumulation of byproduct, and other cellular 
damage (1). Establishment of optimal gene expression patterns 
can support cellular differentiation, development, and 
adaptation. In addition, cells are often re-exposed to the same or 

different environmental changes, and they can more rapidly and 
strongly induce genes that support cellular functions. This 
transcriptional response is known as ‘transcriptional memory’ 
that increases the kinetics of reactivation (2). In yeast, 
transcriptional memory involving inducible GAL genes and 
INO1 has been extensively studied, and chromatin factors and 
cytoplasmic proteins involved have been identified (3-5). 
Transcriptional memory of GAL genes is positively regulated by 
the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex, and the Htz1 
histone variant (3, 6). In addition, the Gal1 and Gal3 metabolic 
proteins, and the nuclear pore complex, are also required for 
GAL memory (6-8). 

 Turning-off unnecessary genes in a given condition, is also 
crucial for cells to save cellular resources. We have recently 
reported that ∼540 yeast genes are more strongly repressed, if 
they were in an inactive state during carbon sources shifts (9). 
This novel transcriptional response has been named 
‘transcriptional repression memory’ (TREM) (9). Modulation of 
gene expression dynamics by transcriptional memory, and TREM 
are likely critical for optimized cellular functions, in rapidly 
changing environments. 

Although immune memory is known as a specific response of 
T or B cells, increasing evidence suggests transcriptional/ 
epigenetic memory is a vital mechanism that boosts innate 
immune response. Trained immunity, a transcriptional memory 
response in non-lymphoid cells including macrophage and 
innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) plays a crucial role in innate 
immune responses (10). Hyper-activation and -repression of 
interferon- (INF-) response genes upon restimulation is also 
observed in human macrophages (11-13). Furthermore, 
papain-stimulated ILCs can enhance lung inflammation upon 
restimulation with IL-33 (10).

Eukaryotic gene expression is regulated by post-translational 
modifications, including acetylation, methylation, phosphory-
lation, and ubiquitination of histone tails, and by chromatin 
remodeling factors that directly affect chromatin structure (14, 
15). Although these factors do not strongly affect global gene 
expression in steady-state conditions, they play central roles in 
regulating the kinetics of transcriptional responses during cellular 
development, differentiation, or adaptation to environmental 
changes (16-18). In this review, we summarize recent findings 
on molecular mechanisms, of two distinct transcriptional 
memories and their possible roles in immune memory.
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Fig. 1. Transcriptional memory of GAL genes. When yeast cells 
are grown in media containing galactose, the GAL genes 
necessary for galactose metabolism are induced (1st induction). 
Transcriptional memory upon re-exposure to galactose after a 
short period growth in glucose media significantly increases the 
rate of activation (2nd induction). Chromatin regulators including 
SWI/SNF and Htz1, Nuclear pore complex, and Gal4 activator 
positively regulate transcriptional memory of GAL genes. 
Furthermore, the Gal1 metabolic enzyme and the Gal3 protein 
regulating the function of the Gal4 activator are specifically 
required for long-term memory of GAL genes. Several factors 
including ISWI chromatin remodeling complex, Set1 HMT, and 
Tup1 negatively affect GAL memory. 

TRANSCRIPTIONAL MEMORY OF GAL GENES IN 
YEAST

GAL genes including GAL1, GAL10, and GAL7 are involved in 
galactose metabolism and strongly induced in media 
containing galactose. For example, GAL1 encoding the 
galactokinase is transcriptionally induced by ∼1,000-fold 
when cells are exposed to galactose (19, 20). Transcription of 
GAL genes is controlled by multiple regulatory factors. A key 
regulator of GAL genes is the Gal4 activator that directly binds 
to the upstream activating sequence (UAS) of these genes. The 
Gal4 activator becomes activated in the presence of galactose 
to promote transcription of target genes. In contrast, the 
activation domain of this protein is masked by the Gal80 
repressor in media, containing neutral carbon sources 
including raffinose, sucrose, or glycerol, and thus the Gal4 
activator fails to activate GAL genes under these conditions (19, 
21). GAL genes are strongly repressed, when glucose is present 
in media known as ‘glucose repression’ (22, 23). Sequence- 
specific transcriptional repressors, Mig1 and Nrg1, and a 
general corepressor complex, Ssn6-Tup1, directly bind to 
upstream regions of GAL genes to repress transcription (20, 24). 

GAL genes have been extensively used to study transcrip-
tional memory in yeast. GAL1 is induced when cells are 
transferred to media containing galactose, and maximum 
levels of GAL1 transcripts are observed after approximately 
one hour incubation in galactose media. However, when cells 
are re-exposed to galactose after a short period growth in the 
presence of glucose, reactivation of GAL1 transcription occurs 
rapidly and peaks within 10 minutes of the second galactose 
exposure (3) (Fig. 1). Therefore, GAL1 gene remembers its 

previous active state to be hyper-activated, upon re-stimulation 
with galactose. This response is known as transcriptional 
memory, that increases the kinetics of reactivation. Two 
distinct types of GAL transcriptional memory have been 
proposed. Whereas short-term memory persists for 1-2 
generations in absence of galactose, long-term memory 
continues for over six cell divisions (3, 6, 7). These findings 
suggest that transcriptional memory is epigenetically inherited 
to daughter cells. 

FACTORS THAT MODULATE TRANSCRIPTIONAL 
MEMORY OF GAL GENES

Epigenetic inheritance of GAL memory is positively and 
negatively regulated by multiple factors. An ATP-dependent 
chromatin remodeling complex, SWI/SNF, promotes transcrip-
tional memory of GAL genes (3). Histone H2A variant, Htz1 
incorporated into the recently inactivated promoter regions, is 
also critical for faster reactivation of GAL genes (6) (Fig. 1). In 
addition, the nuclear pore complex that targets active genes to 
the nuclear periphery, positively regulates transcriptional 
memory of GAL genes (5) (Fig. 1). However, how these factors 
functionally interact each other, to modulate GAL memory 
remains elusive. Interestingly, a metabolic enzyme, Gal1 
galactokinase, is required for rapid reactivation of GAL genes 
(2, 4, 7). In addition Gal3, a cytoplasmic protein negatively 
regulating Gal80 repressor, also promotes GAL memory (4) 
(Fig. 1). These factors differentially affect short-term or 
long-term memory of GAL genes. Some chromatin regulators 
are specifically required for short-term memory. For example, 
SWI/SNF complex is involved in short-term memory, but not 
in long-term memory of GAL genes. In contrast, Gal1 and Gal3 
function to promote long-term memory, but not short-term 
memory (Fig. 1). 

Transcriptional memory of GAL genes is also negatively 
regulated by several chromatin regulators. ISWI (Imitation 
SWitch) chromatin remodeling complex, antagonizes the 
positive effect of SWI/SNF on GAL memory (3) (Fig. 1). In 
addition, H3K4 methylation by Set1 also has a negative role in 
GAL memory. A recent study has proposed that H3K4 
methylation remaining at recently transcribed GAL gene, 
delays reactivation by targeting the ISWI remodeling complex 
(25) (Fig. 1).

TRANSCRIPTIONAL MEMORY AT GENOME-WIDE 
LEVELS

Several inducible genes stimulated by specific stimulus, have 
been also used to study transcriptional memory in different 
organisms. In yeast, INO1 induced by inositol, PHO5 
activated by phosphate starvation, and heat-shock response 
gene HSP26, have been used to understand molecular 
mechanisms of their transcriptional memory responses (25, 
26). These genes are also positively or negatively regulated by 
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Fig. 2. Models for regulation of TREM by Rpd3L HDAC. (A) 
Upon environmental changes, unnecessary genes are repressed by 
a stimulus (1st repression). TREM upon re-exposure to the same 
stimulus promotes optimal repression of unnecessary genes to 
save cellular resources (2nd repression). Rpd3L HDAC bound to 
active promoters facilitates TREM but the factors that antagonize 
the effect of Rpd3L need to be determined. (B) Set1 complex 
(Set1C) is targeted to active genes via the interaction with 
elongating RNA Pol II and/or nascent RNA transcripts and 
deposits H3K4me3 at active promoters. This methyl mark is 
recognized by the Pho23 PHD finger and instructs Rpd3L to 
deacetylate histones. Hypoacetylation by the H3K4me3-Rpd3L 
pathway results in optimal repression of unnecessary genes by 
TREM (wild type). In contrast, hyperacetylation by the loss of 
Rpd3L function may result in sustained expression of unnecessary 
ones (mutants for Rpd3L). 

the factors affecting GAL memory. In human cells, cytokine- 
response genes such as genes activated by IFN- (Interferon-) 
have been studied (11, 12). However, a specific stimulus often 
reprograms global gene expression patterns. For example, 
heat-shock or H2O2 treatment in yeast induce or repress ＞ 
500 genes (1, 27). IFN- (Interferon-) treatment in human cells 
also can increase expression of ∼2,000 genes (11). Therefore, 
it is important to understand how many target genes show 
memory of previous stimulation, and if all memory genes 
share a common mechanism for transcriptional memory. 

Although galactose exposure has been used to study 
transcriptional memory of GAL genes, it also changes 
expression of ∼1,000 genes that are not directly involved in 
galactose metabolism (28, 29). The key regulator, Gal4 binds 
to ∼10 genes in yeast genome (30). Molecular mechanisms 
for GAL memory involving the Gal4 activator may not be 
applicable to other galactose response genes. To better 
understand how transcriptional memory by a specific stimulus 
affect cellular functions, a detailed analysis of transcriptional 
memory response at genome-wide levels will be required.

TRANSCRIPTIONAL REPRESSION MEMORY: TREM

Hyperactivation of genes that support cellular functions via 
transcriptional memory is important for optimal cellular 
adaptation to environmental changes. Studies on transcriptional 
memory have focused on how genes were strongly induced 
upon restimulation. However, it is also critical for cells to 
efficiently suppress transcription of unnecessary ones in a 
given growth condition. We recently revealed that ∼1000 
genes dynamically and distinctly induced or repressed, during 
carbon-source shifts (raffinose → galactose → glucose → 
galactose) (9, 28, 29). Among the genes repressed during 
galactose incubation, approximately 540 yeast genes exhibited 
‘memory’ of their prior inactive states, during carbon-source 
shifts (Fig. 2A). They were slightly down-regulated during the 
first galactose pulse. However, transcriptional repression of 
these genes was more robust and rapid, once cells were 
shifted to media containing galactose after a short period 
growth in glucose media. This novel phenomenon has been 
termed ‘Transcriptional Repression Memory’ (TREM) (9) (Fig. 
2A). TREM is biologically important, since a rapid and strong 
repression of unnecessary genes by TREM prevents loss of 
cellular energy and resources that can be eventually used for 
hyperactivation of genes critical for cell survival and function. 

MOLECULAR MECHANISM OF TREM

TREM is likely facilitated by transcriptional repressors/ 
corepressors that bind to active promoters. Although Rpd3 
histone deacetylase functions as a transcriptional corepressor, 
its binding to promoters significantly correlated with 
transcription frequency (31-33). However, its function at active 
genes remained elusive. Interestingly, loss of Rpd3 signifi-

cantly delayed gene repression specifically during the second 
galactose incubation, indicating that Rpd3 functions as a key 
regulator of TREM. Rpd3 is the catalytic subunit of two distinct 
HDACs, Rpd3 large (Rpd3L) and Rpd3 small (Rpd3S) (34, 35). 
We have revealed that ∼45% of TREM genes are directly 
regulated by Rpd3L, but not Rpd3S. Two subunits, Pho23 and 
Cti6 of Rpd3L have a PHD (Plant Homeodomain) finger that 
preferentially binds to trimethylated K4 of histone H3 
(H3K4me3). In particular, the interaction between H3K4me3 
and Pho23 PHD finger facilitates histone deacetylation, and 
TREM by Rpd3L HDAC (9) (Fig. 2B). 

H3K4me3 is a well-known active mark, and has been 
considered as a memory mark of previous transcriptional 
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Fig. 3. Transcriptional memory in immune cells. (A) Monocyte 
exposed to immune stimulation such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) 
or beta-glucan exhibits different levels of H3K4me1, H3K4me3 
and H3K27ac globally even after differentiation into macrophage. 
(B) Effector T cell exhibits transcriptional memory upon 2nd 
stimulation. At that time, the chromosomal allelic pairing and Pol 
II pausing are occurred at locus of the related genes, which lead 
to bi-allelic RNA expression and finally rapid gene expression.

activity (36). Set1/COMPASS interacts with elongating RNA 
Polymerase II (RNA Pol II) and/or nascent RNA transcripts to 
deposit H3K4me3 at promoter regions, followed by H3K4me2 
and H3K4me1 in 5’ and 3’ transcribed regions, respectively 
(37-39). In particular, H3K4me3 level is strongly correlated 
with transcription frequency. Some factors including SAGA 
(Spt-Ada-Gcn5-Acetyltransferase), NuA3 (Nucleosomal Acetyl-
transferase of histone H3), and NuA4 (Nucleosomal Acetyl-
transferase of histone H4) HATs that positively affect 
transcription directly bind to H3K4me3 (40-44). However, loss 
of this modification had no strong effect on global trans-
cription in a steady-state growth condition (16). Interestingly, 
factors that negatively regulate transcription also bind to this 
mark. For example, ING2 (INhibitor of Growth 2) directly 
binds to H3K4me3 via its PHD finger and functionally 
interacts with Sin3-HDAC1 complex for active gene repression 
(45). Loss of Set1 also negatively affects kinetics of gene 
induction (17). These findings suggest that H3K4me3 may 
have dual functions: one for gene activation, and the other, for 
active gene repression and TREM. Based on findings, we 
proposed that H3K4me3 instructed Rpd3L to promote TREM 
by deacetylating histones at active promoters. 

EPIGENETIC MEMORY IN IMMUNE CELLS

Immune responses are divided into innate immune responses 
and adaptive (acquired) immune responses. Initially, innate 
immunity was considered a primitive form of immune 
response, and adaptive immunity was considered a more 
evolved immune response. The major difference between the 
two was explained by if they could make a memory response, 
upon previously encountered immunological challenges. 
However, even if adaptive immune cells such as T cells and B 
cells play a more specialized and elaborate memory response, 
innate immune cells also undergo a memory response (46-49). 
From a molecular point of view, if memory response of 
immune cell is rapid and efficient expression of related genes 
upon the repeated immune stimulation, epigenetic regulation 
is preceded before expression of those genes. In this section, 
we will look at these epigenetic changes that are made, for 
rapid response to repeatedly encountered stimuli in innate 
immune cells, rather than those in adaptive immune cells.

There are a variety of innate immune cells such as 
monocytes, macrophages, granulocytes, innate lymphoid cells 
(ILCs) and natural killer (NK) cells. Monocytes are 
differentiated into macrophages (Fig. 3A). If immune response 
can be remembered, monocytes that have undergone immune 
stimulation, will have a trace of memory, even after 
differentiation into macrophages. To prove this, monocytes 
were pre-treated with beta-glucan or lipopolysaccharide (50). 
Macrophages that were experienced with immune stimulus 
revealed different genome-wide levels of H3K4me3, 
H3K4me1 and H3K27ac and expression of related genes 
compared to unexperienced macrophages (50) (Fig. 3A). 

H3K9me2 and ATF7 were also reported to be important 
histone modification and transcription factor respectively, in 
macrophage immunological memory response (51). During 
viral infection, a few thousands of interferon stimulated genes 
(ISGs) were expressed in fibroblasts, as well as macrophages. 
This experience was inherited through multiple cell divisions, 
and led to the rapid expression of at least parts of ISGs (11). At 
this time, RNA polymerase II (pol II) was rapidly recruited, and 
coincided with H3K36me3 and histone H3.3 acquisition (11).

T cells are clearly one of the adaptive immune cells. In 
particular, memory T cells play a highly sophisticated role in 
immunological memory response. However, memory T cells 
are survivors of effector T cells. Most effector T cells decrease 
after immune response is over. Interestingly, effector T cells 
also reveal transcriptionally rapid and efficient expression of 
the related genes, upon repeated immune challenges (Fig. 3B). 
Tumor necrosis factor- (TNF-) is one of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines expressed at a very early time point in most of the 
immune cells. When naïve T cells are differentiated into 
effector T cells, TNF- is also expressed. If stimulation occurs 
again in effector T cells, TNF- is re-expressed in much more 
rapid and efficient manner (Fig. 3B). At this time, each 
chromosome locus containing TNF- makes a chromosomal 
allelic pairing by nuclear motor protein Myosin VI, that leads 
to bi-allelic RNA expression (52). Interestingly, RNA pol II is 
already bound on the promoter of TNF-, that may make it 
possible rapid expression (52). Such a phenomenon is not 
limited to TNF-, but applied to many of rapidly induced 
immune related genes and transcription factors such as Tbx21 
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that is a master transcription factor of T helper 1 effector T cell 
(52). Despite such recent discoveries, there is a lack of 
research, on epigenetic memory responses in immune cells. 
Much more research is needed from a more diverse 
perspective.

CONCLUSION

Transcriptional memory is a unique transcriptional response, 
that directs faster induction of genes upon restimulation and is 
important, for cellular adaptation to environmental changes. 
However, once the stimulus is removed, it is also important for 
cells to effectively suppress hyper-activated genes. This may 
require TREM to promote optimal repression of unnecessary 
genes. Transcriptional memory and TREM likely function 
together to optimize gene expression dynamics in rapidly 
changing environments. In particular, these transcriptional 
memories may play important roles, in innate immune 
responses. Innate immune cells can be hyper-activated by 
re-exposure, to the same or different allergens. This step 
requires transcriptional memory for hyper-activation of genes, 
supporting innate immune response. Once the allergen has 
been removed, a small portion of trained cells will become 
naïve cells, stimulated via repression of hyper-active genes by 
TREM.

A stimulus can often reprogram genome-wide gene 
expression patterns. However, it is unclear if all memory genes 
activated by a stimulus share a common mechanism. To better 
understand how transcriptional memory affects cellular 
functions, a more detailed analysis of transcriptome dynamics 
or transcriptional memory at transcriptome levels is required. 

Although transcriptional memory is important for optimal 
induction or repression of gene expression, some genes may 
require a mechanism that prevents hyper-activation or 
-repression by transcriptional memory. Circadian clock genes 
or cell cycle regulators must be induced and then repressed, 
with the exact same kinetics. If not, mis-regulation of these 
genes by transcriptional memory may cause defects in cell 
cycle progression. It is important to understand the mechanism 
that erases, or removes, transcriptional memory of these genes. 
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